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Abstract: Nowadays, halal tourism product is not only focused on Muslim tourists, but also non-Muslim one. The halal tourism industry needs to develop the people understanding of halal values in order to bring benefits to consumers through recognition of the tourism management potency as well as the need of value identification. This research aimed to develop value-based tourism, identify the value types, as well as create value as the basis for managing lawful tourism, which needs a model to facilitate recognizion of the tourism product excellence. This research used qualitative case study approach, with the head of tourism in the region where has potency to implement Islamic Marketing Concept as the key informants. The result showed that halal marketing included not only about product but also about pricing, promotion, and place. Muslim consumers were keen on tourism services that implement lawful approach. Furthermore, there were ten values of tourism in Indonesia e.g. Religious Tourism, Geo Tourism, Natural Tourism, Fashion Tourism, Culinary Tourism, Medical Tourism, Historical Tourism, Sport Tourism, Culture Tourism, and Hospitality Tourism.
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INTRODUCTION
As a Muslim majority country, Indonesia has the largest Muslim population (Ratnasari et al., 2020). According to BPS (Central Bureau of Statistics:2017), 87.1% of the total Indonesia population is Muslim, which comprises of 11.5% of total Muslim in the world. Hence, generally it can be concluded that most of Indonesian already use Sharia as a basis for day-to-day activities. Sharia is not only refers to the practices of mahdhah worship, but also the practices of human relations, including in trade or marketing activities (Jafari and Scott, 2013). The Islamic marketing development has evolved to the modern marketing modelled by Muslim norms and values, even the corresponding academic literature stands out for its importance and applicability, generating new concepts and theories (Wilson et al., 2013).

The rapid increase in the Muslim population makes halal products considered as a great business opportunity. However, currently halal product is only referring to food, while halal is more than just food. There is more about halal products and services e.g. tourism. Over the past few years, the relationship between Islam and tourism has attracted and increasing people interest (Vargas-Sánchez and Moral-Moral, 2019). Halal tourism has a great potential to increase, the easier and the more affordable tour allow Muslims to travel abroad nowadays. Global Muslim expenses for travel (excluding Hajj and Umrah) was $142 billion in 2014 and this was 11% of the total global expenditure in the same year. The number had increased from $134 billion (about 6.3% of the total global expenditure of Muslims travel expenses) in 2013. In 2020, the total global expenditure of Muslims travel expenses expected to increase to $233, on average, the third largest Muslim travel expenses after China ($160 billion) and the United States ($143 billion) (Thomson Reuters, 2015). The population of Muslim in the world is expected to reach 2.2 billion by 2030 and Muslims will make up 26.4 %
of the world’s total projected population of 8.3 billion in 2030. In 2017, it was determined that 131 million Muslim tourists joined tourism activities. It is predicted that it will reach 156 million visitors in 2020 that will represent 10% of global travel segment (Mastercard and CrescentRating, 2018). Indonesia tourism industry has contributed more than 13% of GDP since 2017. Besides, its revenue has increased to 223.0 billion Rupiah in 2018 from from 182.0 billion Rupiah in 2017 (Ratnasari et al., 2020). Tourism industry has a potency to become a major economic driver of a nation, especially in Indonesia, a developing country that aiming to diversify its income streams (Ratnasari et al., 2020).

Muslim expenditure for tourism activities are predicted to increase continuously. Hence, it creates a major opportunity for the country to increase its foreign exchange earnings. Moreover, Muslim travellers usually travel with many family members and stay longer, thus they spend more (Halal Tourism, 2015). Nowadays, the usage of Islamic terminology in economic activity spreads widely in various business sectors. It started in 1992, with the emergence of Islamic Banking, then followed by others e.g. Islamic Insurance, Islamic Pawnbroker. It followed then by Halal Tourism and Hotel in 2013, supported with Indonesia high potency in tourism destinations, cultures, population, and the parties involved.

Amongst total world population, 23.4% are Muslim. Further, it is estimated to increase to 26.4% with the average growth of 1.5% per year in 2030. Thus, it created large market of Halal Tourism. The total expenditure of Halal Food and Lifestyle by Muslim people in 2012 reached US $ 1.6 trillion and grew to US $ 2.47 trillion in 2018. In Indonesia, according to the General Director of Tourism Marketing (Kemenparekraf), in 2013 there was 1,434,039 foreign Muslim tourists come that not only from Middle East region, but also from other countries. 

**Halal tourism** industry needs to educate people that halal industry is more than visiting the Holy, Religious, and Historical sites in Muslim Countries. It needs to develop the people understanding universally and comprehensively about halal tourism toward the services provide, e.g. the culinary service, more than the places itself (Mohsin et al., 2016).

Moreover, value creation is important for tourism service providers, since there is a burnout in the tourism market (Avci, Madanoglu, & Okumus, 2011; Fitzpatrick, Davey, Muller, & Davey, 2013; Grissemann & Stokburger-Sauer, 2012, in O’Cass & Airs, 2015). Tourism managers need to understand that customers need other values to satisfy them. In the managerial perspective, they can find the value sought by the customers then develop and offer it uniquely (O’Cass & Airs, 2015). The value creation is about how the company outperform its competitors by creating and offering superior value to its customers. As in halal tourism, it can be represented by creating and offering Islamic value as well.

Thus, the development of halal tourism, with value-based tourism, universally benefitted the customers. Recognition of tourism potential, as well as identification of the types of value-based tourism could emphasis the attractiveness of the tourist attraction. This research attempted to explore the development of value-based tourism and identify types of value as well as create value as the basis for managing lawful tourism. Vargas-Sánchez, A, and Moral-Moral, M., 2019; Ratnasari et al., 2020; Samori, Nor, & Mohammad, 2016 had
discussed about Halal tourism, but there is no discussion on Halal tourism based on value creation so far, therefore this study explored the value creation as the base of Halal tourism.

**Definition of Halal Tourism**

Halal tourism is one of the tourism systems designated to comply the Sharia, hence match the Muslim travellers need. It has been introduced since 2000 from the OIC meeting discussion. Halal tourism is a tourism based on the lifestyle of Muslim travellers during the holidays. Further, it is also a rational, flexible, simple, and balance tourism. It aims to motivate the travellers to get happiness and blessing of Allah SWT.

Halal tourism could be defined as a wide range of tourist activities, supported by a wide range of facilities and services provided by communities, businesses, and governments that comply with sharia. Halal tourism has the characteristics of universal products and services, its existence could be used by all people of humanity (*rahmatan lil’alamin*). Halal tourism basically is the same as tourism in general, but it avoids all the prohibited in Islam, hence it is complied the Sharia. For non-Muslims, these rules might somewhat limit their freedoms and old habits.

Islamic Tourism Center (ITC) Malaysia defines Halal tourism as an activity, event, experience, where the journey undertaken is in accordance with the teachings of Islam, which includes travel history, art, culture, heritage, way of life, economy, health, education, and other human interest (*Mahmud, 2014*). Halal tourism is more than the halal culinary or pilgrimage. According to *Chookaew (2015)*, halal tourism term tends to be unfamiliar in the tourism business. Halal tourism is defined as religious tourism, for example visiting to places of worship for pilgrimage or other places of worship. In fact, halal tourism is not about the object but the etiquette of traveling and other amenities. The destination does not have to have Islamic nuances objects, such as a relic of the history of Islam and the mosque.

Halal tourism is difference to other tourism since its purpose and motivation to travel is not based on pleasure and hedonistic (*Din, 1989; Sanad, Kassem, and Scott, 2010, in Samori et al., 2016*). Religion affects the daily activity of a Muslim, whether at home or while traveling, thus it affects the choice of travel destinations and travelling activities (*Jafari & Scot, 2014* in *Samori et al., 2016*). *Samori et al. (2016)* explains that Muslim recommendation to travel around the world is to ponder God’s creation. This is in accordance with al-Qur’an surah Al-An’am verse 11: “Travel through the earth and see the retaliation of those who denied it“. Muslim countries tend to interpret tourism based on what the Qur’an says. The following forms of tourism based on Qur’an (*Kovjanie, 2014*):

1. Hijja. Involves travel and pilgrimage to Mecca. This trip requirement for every healthy adult Muslim. At least once in a lifetime to take the pilgrimage.
2. Zejara. Refers to a visit to the holy places of other.
3. Rihla. Is a trip for other reasons, such as trade and education.
The emphasis is on the directional movement, as a component of a spiritual journey in the service of God. Sharia determines what is acceptable (halal), and what is not acceptable (haram) both in daily life and during the trip (Kovjanic, 2014). Islam considers any acts judged by the intention. As a consequence, Muslims traveling to achieve certain objectives of physical, social, and spiritual. Therefore, tourism in Islam is a goal-oriented activity with motivation of *fisabilillah*. Tourism is a mean to realize that human is subject to God, God is great, and and strengthen the bonds of brotherhood (Din, 1989, in Mahmud, 2014).

Halal tourism is included in the category of religious tourism. The word comes from the Arabic, means permitted, accepted and allowed. Halal is not limited to food and drink, but covers all aspects of Muslim life (El-Gohary, 2016). In Islamic perspective, tourism product can embed more value to travellers through the experiences of halal travel. This value covers the necessity to be beneficial to others, be honest, and only consume products which are only permitted by Allah. Tourism in Islam only related to Hajj and Umrah (El-Gohary, 2016). However, Muslim can perform halal travel for this reason, they can worship Allah as well as inquire about local traditions, seek and learn knowledge, learn life lessons as a reminder, contemplate the wonders of Allah creation, and enjoy the beauty of universe (El-Gohary, 2016).

**Halal Tourism Based on Value Creation**

Eid and El-Gohary (2015) explained that the customers’ or tourists perceived value in the hospitality and tourism provider, have recently become the object of research interest. In the managerial perspective, when the company succeed to find the value sought by customers, it can be considered as successful differentiation strategy (O’Cass & Airs, 2015). The concept of value creation is used to describe how some companies can outperform its competitors by creating and offering superior value to customers. It has been recognized also that customers are looking for superior value in various ways (Sparks et al., 2011, in O’Cass & Airs, 2015).

Value creation is important for tourism service providers (e.g. hotels, travel agents, tourist destinations, and others), because the segment of the tourism market experiencing burnout (Avei, Madanoglu, & Okumus, 2011; Fitzpatrick, Davey, Muller, & Davey, 2013; Grissemann & Stokburger-Sauer, 2012, in O’Cass & Airs, 2015). In order to satisfy the customer, the tourism provider need to understand the necessity of additional value to its services. It can be done by development of its unique service value (O’Cass & Airs, 2015). The nature of the environment can be utilized as an idea sources in value creation. Hence, it can be said anyone, in the tourism business, could lead to value creation (Altinay et al., 2016).

Religiosity plays an important role in terms of consumption, including the hotel and tourism selection by Muslim customers. Religiosity taught Muslim tourists about the code of conduct that could serve as guidelines during the travelling time, e.g. tourists will avoid alcoholic beverages during the tour (Jafari
and Scott, 2014). Such examples can be used as an opportunity to develop the concept of value creation in Halal tourism.

Halal tourism has distinctive features in the “airport” rating on the basis of the Qur’an and Hadith. However, it is not just for Muslim tourist, since, principally, Sharia implementation intended to rid harmful things toward humanity as well as the environment where the products and services supplied. Generally, it provides more benefit, since Islam is Rahmatan Lil-Alamin. Halal Tourism should be worth substantially rather than artificially, e.g. Decorated tourist attractions in Middle East style is merely artificial. Halal travel and tourism is more than pilgrimage or religious tour.

Halal Tourism is a Muslim friendly tourism (Ziauddin, 2015). There is no prohibition of travelling in Islam, so long it follows Sharia. There are several verses in the Qur’an that explain about travelling as following:

“Say:” Walk in the (face) of the earth, then see how God created (men) from the outset, then Allah makes it once again. God has power over all things. “(QS. Al-Ankabut: 20)

“Have they not travelled in the land so that they can pay attention to how the end of those before them; God has inflicted misery upon them, and the disbelievers will accept (the effects of) like that. “(QS. Muhammad: 10)

“He Who has made the earth it easy for you, so they went up at every turn, and eat his party of sustenance. And unto Him you (come back after) are raised. “(QS. Al-Mulk: 15)

“…and cried out to the man to do the pilgrimage, they will come to you on foot and camel riding skinny coming from every corner of the remote. So that they may witness the benefits to them and mention the name of Allah on appointed day over the sustenance which God has given them in the form of livestock. So, eat some, and give some for the poor people who are miserable and indigent to eat. Then, let them remove the dirt that is on their bodies and let them enhance their vows and let them perform tawaf around the old house (House)”(QS. Al-Hajj: 27-29).

Based on the verses, the goals of travelling in Islam are:

1. View and admire the creations of Allah
2. Seeking knowledge and experience
3. Introduce Islam
4. Strengthens kinship
5. Entertainment

Indonesia has great potency in halal tourism, an opportunity to be developed for the travel providers. They can target Muslim travellers through halal tour establishment e.g. the availability of halal food and beverage, customized itinerary with prayer times and easiness to pray at the local mosque, as well as provision of Muslim tour guide. They can also design tour packages to Muslim minority countries, to trace the Islamic history and culture, thus the travellers can learn about the faith struggle of Muslim as a minority.
Travel agent should add education and religious value out of its recreational purpose. More than just Islamic Heritage, the travel package should also provide visit to local Muslim community, local mosques, as well as the halal culinary destination (Othman et al., 2015). Travel agents have many opportunities to develop Halal Tourism, i.e. halal-business travel, family-friendly packages, Muslim-friendly services, luxury market. Muslim segment and Muslim heritage souvenirs (Battour and Ismail, 2016). Further, Battour and Ismail (2016) stated that Turkey, Egypt, and the UAE are trying to attract Muslim tourist by creating pool for women that allow Muslim swimwear. There is also a Halal cruise, that was first launched by the Antalya-based Tour Company in Turkey.

Chookaew et al. (2015) showed that the rapidly growing of halal economy provides ample opportunities in the world of tourism, particularly the halal tourism development. The halal concept, in tourism, can be applied in halal hotel, lawful transportation, halal food premises, halal logistics, Islamic travel packages, Islamic finance and halal spa. Even more, Muslim friendly airport will be growing in the world because of the growing number of Muslim travellers in world.

RESEARCH METHODS
This study used descriptive qualitative approach. The data obtained through interview with key informants, the Head of Tourism Department of the province or district where has the potency to implement Islamic marketing concept. The Islamic economic move wider, i.e. the emerging of two Islamic Traditional Markets in Surabaya, East Java and Lombok at West Nusa Tenggara (Dhakoir, 2018). Meanwhile Jakarta has the potential for halal market, as the capital of Indonesia with an area of 664.01 km² and an 8,200,796 Muslim out of 9,998,495 people (Briiliana & Mursito, 2017). Also, Bandung, West Java, the third most populous city in after Jakarta and Surabaya. Bandung was originally developed as a resort city in the 1800s by the Dutch Indies government, because of the rich natural setting and comfortable climate (Voskuil, 2007). Hence, the research was conducted in Jakarta, Mataram (Lombok), Surabaya, and Bandung.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Currently the halal tourism is not only focused on Muslim travellers, but also non-Muslim one. Halal products have been the choice of living in the world, since it not only complies with Sharia but also nourish the body (KH Amidhan).

The result showed that Islamic marketers conduct marketing efforts that promote the values of a noble character. Thus, the scope of Halal Marketing is not only in the aspect of product (e.g. contain no forbidden substances or materials) but also pricing (e.g. pricing that does not contain gambling, gharar and usury), promotion (e.g. no deception, no sexual appealing in commercials), and also a place (e.g. do not sell in places that are prohibited such as mosques or at such time that banned prayer in congregation). Some people think that the Sharia curb creativity because a lot of things that are prohibited, when actually what is permitted by Allah far more than what is prohibited. Based on the arguments of Al-Qur’an and Sunnah, the scholars formulated that the basic rule of muamalah is
allowed unless there is argument that forbid the activity (Imam As-Suyuti, Al-Asybah wa An-Nadzha’ ir, I / 60). The scholars stated that Allah forbids something because it contains haram ingredients or anything harmful and dangerous, therefore, the sharia should be the source of inspiration for marketers to further hone their creativity to produce the creative marketing and does not violate the Sharia (Chanin et al., 2015).

The emergence of portal online booking such as halalbookings.com and halaltrips.com is a sign of halal tourism growth. Various surveys showed that halal food is a major factor to attract Muslim tourists (Mohsin, 2016). Its proficiency level shows that Muslim consumers tend to use lawful services.

Halal travel is the realm of the fastest growing of the global tourism. The best service can make tourists impressed, this will lead to a word-of-mouth strategy. Their halal tourism, halal hotels, halal restaurants, halal spa, and more needs to firmly maintain its operation in line with the principles of halal (Chookaew et al., 2015). The Halal tourism management should be applied to keep consumer trust, since the customer, Muslim particularly, most likely demand qualified products that comply with Sharia. This market segment opportunities are interesting because it has a greater tendency to recommend products and even pay a higher price if there is no alternative to similar halal products that they perceive.

Second, the results showed that halal tourism in Indonesia, can be divided into several types of values, as follows:

**Religious Tourism**

Religious tourism has existed in Indonesia since a long time ago, one of which is the pilgrimage tourism. The most familiar pilgrimage tour in Indonesia is Wali Songo. However, the tourist sites have not been well developed and managed, unlike Taj Mahal in India or the Pyramids in Egypt, hence the values added are less significant.

Besides Wali Songo sites, Indonesia has other pilgrimage tourist destination e.g. Cheng Hoo mosque in Surabaya (East Java). The characteristic of Cheng Hoo Mosque is a blend of Chinese and Arabic styles. On the north side of Cheng Hoo Mosque, there is a replica of the ship and the face of Admiral Cheng Ho, whereas the Middle East nuances visible at the main door of the mosque. Reliefs and replica of the ship and Cheng Hoo is constructed to show that Muhammad Cheng Hoo is a sailor, a devout and pious Muslim Chinese, as well as the ambassador of peace. It has been visited by many foreign tourists, both Muslims and non-Muslims, from Malaysia, Saudi Arabia, China, New Zealand, England, Africa and others (Jajeli, 2013). The tourists come not only to see and admire the creations of Allah through the architectural beauty of Cheng Hoo mosque, but also to learn about Muhammad Cheng Hoo story.

**Geo Tourism**

Halal travel can also specifically direct tourists on a sightseeing trip that allow tourist to have a “back to nature” journey or reflection on Allah’s creation in the universe. Tadabur on the nature makes us a humble person and direct us to
maintain the harmonization of the universe (eco-tourism). Thus, motivates Muslim travellers to always read, research, understand, and actualize themselves to be a grateful and clever servant, this is where the benefits obtained by the Muslim travellers. Nowadays, there are 9 Islamic destinations in Indonesia, namely West Sumatra, Riau, Lampung, Banten, Jakarta, West Java, East Java, Makassar and Lombok.

**Natural Tourism**

Halal tourism is not exclusively in the context of religious tourism, it also be in the form of natural tourism. Asides from religious sites, there are many tourist destinations can be introduced, i.e. an active crater, to raise critical interest of the tourist. So long that it is professionally managed and secured, the prospect of halal tourism will be flourished and has a competitive advantage. Indonesia possess wide variety of very interesting natural objects, e.g. the beach, mountains, and lakes. Those Natural objects is also equipped with the facility to be more familiar with the nature, i.e. facilitating fly over, climbing, crossing sea etc, hence the tourist could enjoy the beauty of the nature as well as run into the natural experiences. Moreover, while enjoying the natural beauty of Indonesia, the traveller can see and admire the creations of Allah SWT. Travellers can contemplate the greatness of Allah SWT through the existence of all creations on the earth.

**Fashion Tourism Value**

Ryan (2016) explained that tourists, who visit a particular place, not only bring money but also come up with ideas and support on a particular community, i.e. the fashion community. Muslim women must wear clothes that cover the aurat, for example using a hijab. Indonesia has well known Muslim designer, e.g. Dian Pelangi and Zaskia Sungkar, who often perform fashion show in various fashion events. Sapta, Deputy Minister of Tourism, stated that Indonesia is optimistic to be the centre of Muslim fashion trendsetter in 2020, because Indonesia has designers that proficient in making unique and creative fashion. Dian Pelangi, as an example, held a successful fashion show themed “Washington Haute and Modesty” in DC fashion Week, Washington DC, USA. Sapta added that if Indonesia can claim the position of Muslims fashion trendsetter, it will affect the economic growth of the fashion industry as well as the tourism sector. In a way, there will be a lot of foreign tourists who come to Indonesia to stay update on the latest trend of Islamic fashion. The fashion industry contributed around 28.3% of GDP creative economy in 2013 (Adimaja, 2014). Fashion tourism can also be used as a way of friendship (sillaturahim), whereby Muslims from different countries can meet to discuss the trend of Muslim clothing. Nowadays, many Muslim women from several countries, includes Russia, visit Indonesia to update the development of Islamic fashion.

**Culinary Tourism**

Though it is called Halal Tourism and applied based on Sharia, the tour is not exclusive to Muslim travellers only. Non-Muslim travellers can also enjoy the
tour, such as halal restaurant that guarantee the standards and so forth. Euro monitor International reports that halal food sales in Europe increased due to the number of Muslim tourists visiting Europe. Investment in halal food market is expected to grow in the Muslim minority country, due to the growth of Halal tourism. Muslims globally expenditure on food and beverages is expected to rise to $ 2.537 billion in 2019 and will increase to 21.2% of global spending. The Middle Eastern full-service and fast food restaurants that serves halal food are very popular in UK, France, and Germany, where some of their customers often are non-Muslims (Battour and Ismail, 2016).

Wijaya et al. (2016) said that prior the visit to Indonesia, some tourists have heard about the local Indonesian food. The travellers often find out the information through word-of-mouth (WOM) from friends, family, and relatives, as well as from the written sources such as magazine articles about Indonesian cuisine. Words that frequently appear in the traveller’s mind are rice-based, spicy, tasty, sweet, mostly fried, herbs spices, chili, and halal food. The interesting point was, foreign tourists already consider the local Indonesian food as halal food. Since Indonesia has the largest Muslim population in the world, Indonesian cuisine is assumed that already cooked according to the teachings of Islam that is free from unlawful materials.

Moreover, with the easiness to broadcast and spread the specific message to wide customers through social media, it can appear as social keepers toward the Muslim customer rights. Once there is any concern that some products may have violated the rights of Muslim customer to consume Halal product, there will be suggestion or even petition to boycott the product that spread easily. Hence, the business owners should pay attention to make sure that its product or services is provided in accordance to Sharia or else they could possibly face the loss of sales, market share, brand equity, and customer loyalty.

Medical Tourism
Medical tourism or healthcare tourism refers to traveling across the country for the purpose of medical treatment. The growth of the pharmaceutical industry is lawful and public awareness to it also contributes to the growth of travel with health goals. Muslim friendly healthcare is relating to the provision of Muslim friendly at hospitals and other health services. Islam allows for eating non-halal items only in things concerning life and death. Some hospital also did not provide drugs that contain pork or instance, insulin –containing pork is replaced with other insulin it that does not violate the teachings of Islam (COMCEC Coordination Office, 2016).

Medical tourism (med-tour) is efforts of medical tourists visits other countries to obtain medical services, in the context of healing and relaxation (Abubakar and Ilkan, 2016). Med-tour is a combination of products and services of the healthcare industry and the tourism industry together, for example in health packages and holiday (Abubakar and Ilkan, 2016). One example of medical tourism is Halal Spa. Applying the Islamic Spa Practice concept is not only on the services offered but also in an execution of business operations including the use of verses of the holy Quran which was also
seen further streamline the country’s image as a medium for the concept of halal industry. Besides, spa service, beauty therapist segregation by sex, the use of rooms and the different services to clients both men and women are also among the attractions of this spa in accordance with Islamic law (Yaman et al., 2012). Indonesia was elected as the best spa for tourist destination through awards bestowed in International Wellness Awards in the International Travel Bourse in Berlin, Germany, Indonesia through Bali has been voted as “The Best Spa Destination in The World” in 2009 (http://www.republika.co.id).

Historical Tourism
At the awards World Halal Tourism Awards in 2015, Indonesia has won in the category of World’s Best Halal Cultural Destination. Jakarta has a fascinating Old Town, which has been proposed to be a UNESCO world heritage status in January 2016. Kota Tua Jakarta in the past was a contested city that became a symbol of glory for anyone who was able to master it. Formerly in the 16th century the region was dubbed the "Jewel of Asia" and "Queen of the East" by European sailors, Old Jakarta was considered a trading center for the Asian Continent due to its strategic location and abundant resources. The Kota Tua area holds high historical value, various relics of the past can still be found in this Kota Tua area. In the Kota Tua area there are also several tourist attractions that can be visited, such as Fatahillah Museum, Sunda Kelapa Harbor, Bank Indonesia Museum and Bank Mandiri Museum, Wayang Museum, Fine Arts and Ceramics Museum and Red Shop. In addition to tourist attractions, the Kota Tua area is also often used as a photo spot, because the area has not changed much, such as the Dutch colonial era (Jakarta.go.id). East Java also has a historical tourism i.e. Trowulan in Mojokerto, the Trowulan site has an area of nearly 100km2. With such an area, the Trowulan Site in Mojokerto has several temples such as Brahu Temple, Tikus Temple, Bajang Ratu Temple, and Kedaton Temple. Not only the temples, there are also fresh ponds, the tomb of the queen of Brawijaya, the Majapahit pavilion and the tomb of Sheikh Junaidul Qubro. Besides that, the center of attention is the Sleeping Buddha statue. The Sleeping Buddha statue is 22 meters long by 6 meters wide and 4.5 meters high. The statue is the largest Sleeping Buddha statue in Indonesia (Liputan6, 2019).

Sport Tourism
Sports tourism is one of the largest and fastest growing segments of travel and tourism industry. Sports tourism is any form of involvement of both active and passive in sports activities, in which sport is the main motivation in the tour (World Tourism Organization, 2010, in Singh et al. (2016). Travellers prefer eco-friendly sport activities due to their concern on environment. It is not surprising that cities, regional, and countries in the world boost sports tourism market, such as golf, mountain climbing and skiing. In some countries such the United Kingdom (UK), sports tourism contributes to state income until 20% (Singh et al., 2016). Sports tourism is composed of hard and soft. Hard sport is intended to attract a large number of visitors to a particular place to watch a show in group
settings such as the Olympics, World Cup, F1, and others. Soft sport tourism refers to tourists traveling to participate in sports activities, such as hiking, skiing, rafting, and other activity classified as mild sports tourism and related to ecotourism (Singh et al., 2016). Indonesia has the potential of their sport tourism, such as rafting in Probolinggo and Malang (East Java), mountaineering example Rinjani (Nusa Tenggara Barat), Mount Semeru (East Java), Mount Ijen (East Java), Mount Bromo (East Java), and other mountains. Indonesia also has a beach with waves that grace the beauty that can be used for surfing such as in Plengkung, Banyuwangi (East Java) that has one of the seven best waves in the world.

**Culture Tourism**

Indonesia is born from different cultures where each region in Indonesia has a distinctive and unique culture. It can be a competitive value for cultural tourism in Indonesia. Both domestic or foreign tourists can be pampered with variety of Indonesian culture. For example, when visiting Bali. The most famous tourist areas of Bali are Tanah Lot, where the tourists love to take picture because there is a temple and its impressive sunset scenery. Provision of cultural experience in tourism is the power of tourism that offers Muslim friendly tourism (COMCEC Coordination Office, 2016).

Tazbir, deputy assistant business and development marketing segment Ministry of Tourism, said that the West Sumatra and Aceh also has potential for development halal tourism as cultural tourism because of West Sumatra is also known as the religious. West Sumatra and Aceh are expected to follow in the footsteps of West Nusa Tenggara in halal tourism development (Abdussalam, 2016). Aceh is famous for Saman Dance, which has named as Intangible Heritage of Culture by UNESCO in 2011, that can attract tourists to visit and dig deeper into Indonesia tourism (Ward, 2014).

**Hospitality Tourism**

Travel agency should able to prepare a schedule of prayer and provide halal food during the trip. Hotels need to prepare all the needs of Muslim travellers, i.e. provide direction to Qibla, serve halal food and non-alcoholic beverages, as well as provide adequate toilet. Halal tourism can be defined as a wide range of tourist activities, businesses, governments, and local governments that comply with sharia.

Recently, travel agents provide “Halal Holiday” packages which provides a full holiday services in accordance with the sharia. The package has the services of halal resorts and hotels that only provide halal food and beverages that alcohol-free. Besides, they also offer swimming pool, spa and leisure facilities, as well as the beach where there is separation between women and men, amenities on family atmosphere, and religious facilities.

Several tour packages also offer tourists visiting Islamic heritage to explore local history and Islamic culture. Some travel agents can emphasize that their activities are directed to defend the values of Islam in terms travel and tourism, to see the signs and patterns of the God greatness in the world (Battour and Islmail, 2016).
Halal tourism is in line with Law Number 10 Year 2009 on Tourism, whereby the development of sustainable tourism and also about the code of ethics of world tourism which upholds the culture and local wisdom. Later, products and travel services, tourist attractions in the sharia is the same with the products, services, objects and purposes of tourism in general. Halal tourism has the characteristics of products and services that are universal. The existence of this infrastructure is very supportive for travel activities. With the availability of facilities and infrastructure, tourists will feel pampered. In general, for the famous tourist areas, Indonesia offers facilities and infrastructures to complete the inn / hotel, shopping and souvenirs, restaurants and others in accordance with the uniqueness of these tourist areas. For example, when the tourist area is a beach with waves as the attraction, usually places such as surfing equipment rental will be provided. Seamless mobility coupled with the friendliness of the local community are also the most sought hence that they can feel safe and comfortable with the tour.

CONCLUSION
The results of this study showed that the scope of halal marketing is not only in the aspect of product but also in the pricing, promotion, and also place, and Muslim consumers are leaning on the services that use lawful approach. Hence, Halal tourism management should be applied to keep consumer trust, since the Islamic customer segment demand not only quality products but also comply with Sharia. It resulted on ten models of value-based tourism in Indonesia, e.g. Religious, Geo, Natural, Fashion, Culinary, Medical, Historical, Sport, Culture, and Hospitality tourism value.

This study showed that Wali Songo sites has not been well developed, hence the values added are less significant, meanwhile in the international community there are tourist destinations namely Taj Mahal in India, the Pyramids in Egypt that have pilgrimage tour with good management. The result of the study would help the industry player especially halal travel and tourism industry to plan and strategize on diversifying and promoting halal tourism and travel among their existing and potential customers. Since the study only conducted in Jakarta, Mataram (Lombok), Surabaya, and Bandung, the result is limited to those cities only, and could not be considered as the general result since every city has different characteristics. Hence further study in another cities is suggested.
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